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Abstract
This paper investigates whether the East African Community (EAC) constitutes an optimum currency area (OCA) by estimating the degree and evolution of business cycle synchronization between the EAC countries. We also investigate whether the degree of business cycle synchronization has improved after signing of the EAC treaty in 1999. The degree of business cycle synchronization is estimated using an unobserved components model of structural shocks obtained from a structural VAR model. We then use a time-varying parameter model to estimate the evolution of business cycle synchronization. Our results indicate that the proportion of shocks that is common across different countries is small, implying weak synchronization. However, we also find that the degree of synchronization has improved after signing of the EAC treaty in 1999.
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1. Introduction

The East African Community (EAC) which was revived by the 1999 Treaty between Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda has not only grown to include Burundi and Rwanda by 2007, it has taken concrete steps towards becoming a monetary union. The 1999 Treaty states that these countries are determined to strengthen their economic, social, cultural, political, technological and other ties for their fast balanced and sustainable development by the establishment of an EAC, with an East African Customs Union and a Common Market as transitional stages to and integral parts thereof, subsequently a Monetary Union and ultimately a Political Federation. The Common Market is set to come into effect by 2010 and subsequently a Monetary Union by 2012. The EAC organs in place by 2009 include the East African Legislative Assembly, the EA Court of Justice, a Secretariat, a Summit of Heads of State and Council of Ministers.

Despite the importance of this initiative and steps already taken, and whereas the political will continues to gain momentum, there is concern that not enough empirical economic research has been done to buttress the initiative. This paper contributes to the existing meager empirical economic research about the viability of the EAC as a monetary union. The paper seeks to find out whether the EAC is an optimum currency area (OCA) by examining the synchronization of structural shocks of the member countries. Since countries in a monetary union employ a single monetary policy, it is important for the success of the union that member countries have synchronized business cycles. This assertion stems from the theory of optimum currency areas, whereby countries under a monetary union share a common monetary policy and therefore can not use national monetary or exchange rate policies to address country-specific shocks (Mundell, 1961 and McKinnon, 1963).

The first strand of empirical research on the suitability of the EAC as an OCA employed a Generalized Purchasing Power Parity (GPPP) model and concluded that the

---

2 The Treaty for Establishment of the East African Community was signed on 30th November 1999 and entered into force on 7th July 2000 following its ratification by the original three partner States – Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. The Republic of Rwanda and the Republic of Burundi acceded to the EAC Treaty on 18th June 2007 and became full Members on 1st July 2007.
EAC is an OCA (Mkenda (2001)). Buigut and Valev (2005, 2006) following Angeloni and Dedola (1999) point out that the GPPP approach does not distinguish shocks from responses, yet movements in macroeconomic variables reflect the combined effects of both. Another limitation to the GPPP approach raised by Xu (2006) is that if the nominal exchange rates and market prices have been controlled by the respective governments, then the movement of long-run real exchange rates may not reflect common trends in market forces as expected in an OCA.

The second strand of literature on the EAC assesses the symmetry of underlying shocks using a structural vector autoregressive technique developed by Blanchard and Quah (1989). Buigut and Valev (2005) use data from 1970 to 2001 and find that only the contemporaneous supply shocks for Kenya and Burundi are positive and significantly correlated. Buigut and Valev (2005) find that for the period 1970-2001 the supply and demand shocks are mostly asymmetric in the EAC, a result which does not support a currency union.

In this paper, we investigate the degree and the evolution of business cycle synchronization in the EAC. In doing so, we go beyond the simple correlation analysis that has been performed before for these countries. Simple correlations cannot account for factors that affect the co-movement of shocks between two economies. Countries are suitable for an optimal currency area if common shocks explain a significant portion of the overall variation in structural shocks. The correlation analysis also does not provide the dynamics of the convergence process, which is very important in our context especially since the EAC treaty was signed in 1999.

To estimate the degree of business cycle synchronization, we estimate a bivariate structural VAR model of output growth and inflation, and obtain structural demand and supply shocks for each country in the region. Then we examine the extent to which the movements in structural shocks are country-specific, that is, idiosyncratic and the extent to which they are common across different countries. We use a dynamic factor model of Stock and Watson (1991) to decompose the movements in demand shock and supply shock into common and individual components. We find that the shares of the common shocks in the EAC are low: the share of common demand shocks is highest in Tanzania at 33.5 percent, while the share of common supply shocks is highest in Rwanda at 36
percent. We also examine the evolution of the synchronization of these structural shocks over time using a time-varying parameter model. Our results indicate that although the share of common shock across different countries is still low, the degree of synchronization has improved since the EAC Treaty came into force in 2000.

2. A Brief Literature Review

Literature on optimum currency areas may be classified under two generations. First generation literature, also known as Mundell I (1963), holds that countries should adopt a single currency only if they exhibit synchronized business cycles or correlated demand and supply shocks. Second generation literature, also known as Mundell II focuses on the degree of risk sharing and financial integration as the key to the success of currency unions irrespective of whether their prior business cycles are synchronized or not. Proponents of Mundell II, such as Krugman (1993), predict that due to strong trade ties a monetary union can induce specialization leading to asymmetric output cycles and shocks. On the other hand Frankel and Rose (1998) predict that economic integration can increase the correlation of business cycles across regions as policy measures get more coordinated between countries. Without prejudice to any prediction, the second generation literature suggests that it is especially those countries with asymmetric shocks that may benefit the most from a monetary union, because as individuals across countries hold claims on each other’s productive assets, they can very easily benefit from a boom in another country. Hence income and consumption become insured and highly correlated across countries, even if they have asymmetric idiosyncratic shocks or business cycles. Therefore following Mundell II countries in the EAC do not have to wait until their structural shocks are synchronized but rather work towards increased financial integration and risk-sharing policies. However, financial integration within the EAC is known to be in its infancy. Hence the continued relevance of seeking empirical evidence based on the synchronization of structural shocks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 3 explains the model and methodology used to extract the structural shocks. Section 4 makes a brief description of data: annual real GDP and inflation. Section 5 reports the estimation equations and discusses the results. Section 6 summaries the main findings and concludes.
3. Model and Methodology

This paper undertakes two tasks: first, it empirically examines the synchronization of structural shocks in the EAC so as to assess the viability of a monetary union. Second, we set out to establish the degree to which the structural shocks can be explained by some unobserved common component, which might in turn account for the synchronization. The first task is accomplished using the Blanchard-Quah technique, while the second goal is achieved using a state-space model.

3.1. Structural VAR to Extract Demand and Supply Shocks

Literature starting with Shapiro and Watson (1988) and later Blanchard and Quah (1989) employed the long-run restrictions founded on neutrality properties in the theory of macroeconomic dynamics to identify permanent and transitory shocks to real GDP. Blanchard and Quah (1989) interpreted the permanent shocks as aggregate supply shocks, and the transitory shocks as aggregate demand shocks. Since then the Blanchard-Quah technique has been widely used to estimate potential GDP and business cycles. DuPasquier et al., (1999) use this technique and interpret the resultant cumulative aggregate demand shocks as a measure of business cycle fluctuation.

Following Buigut and Valev (2005) we execute the Blanchard-Quah technique with a bivariate vector-autoregressive (VAR) model using the log of real GDP and inflation. The log of real GDP is integrated of degree one, while inflation is a covariance stationary series. Our objective is to extract structural demand and supply shocks from this bivariate model. A bivariate model with one non-stationary and the other stationary component provides us a framework to distinguish between supply shocks and demand shocks since the long-run impact of demand shock on output is zero and supply shock is non-zero. According to Bayoumi and Ostry (1997), real GDP and inflation are the most important macroeconomic indicators across Africa. The model is set up as follows:

Let \( y_t = (\Delta y_{1t}, y_{2t}) \) \( \equiv y_t \) \( \equiv (\Delta y_{1t}, y_{2t}) \) \( \equiv y_t \)

where \( y_{1t} \) is the log of real GDP and hence \( \Delta y_{1t} \) is the growth rate of output, and \( y_{2t} \) is the inflation. Equation (1) is a vector of stationary variables. The structural model to reflect the dynamics from period \( t-1 \) to \( t \) is specified as follows:
\[ \beta y_t = \gamma_0 + \Gamma_1 y_{t-1} + \varepsilon_t; \quad \varepsilon \sim i.i.d.(0, \sigma^2) \]  

where \( \varepsilon_t = (\varepsilon_{dt}, \varepsilon_{st})' \); \( \varepsilon_{dt} \) are demand shocks and \( \varepsilon_{st} \) are supply shocks, and they are orthogonal. The reduced form vector autoregressive (VAR) of equation (1) can be represented as follows:

\[ y_t = a_0 + A_1 y_{t-1} + u_t \]  

where \( a_0 = B^{-1}\gamma_0, A_1 = B^{-1}\Gamma_1, u_t = B^{-1}\varepsilon_t \) and \( A_1 \) represents the impulse response functions of the shocks to the growth of real GDP and inflation. In order to generate the impulse response functions, we apply the Wold Decomposition Theorem on equation (3) and derive the structural moving average representation of \( y_t \), which becomes:

\[ y_t = \mu + \Theta(L)\varepsilon_t \]  

where \( \mu \) is a vector of constants and \( L \) is a lag operator. Equation (4) is an infinite series. In matrix form equation (4) can be expanded as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta y_{1t} \\
y_{2t}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\mu_1 \\
\mu_2
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\theta_{11}^{(0)} & \theta_{12}^{(0)} \\
\theta_{21}^{(0)} & \theta_{22}^{(0)}
\end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_{dt} \\
\varepsilon_{st}
\end{bmatrix} + \ldots\ldots
\]

Hence the impulse response functions are derived as:

\[
\frac{\partial \Delta y_{1t+s}}{\partial \varepsilon_{dt}} = \theta_{11}^{(s)}, \quad \frac{\partial \Delta y_{1t+s}}{\partial \varepsilon_{st}} = \theta_{12}^{(s)}, \quad \frac{\partial \Delta y_{1t+s}}{\partial \varepsilon_{dt}} = \theta_{21}^{(s)}, \quad \frac{\partial \Delta y_{1t+s}}{\partial \varepsilon_{st}} = \theta_{22}^{(s)}
\]

In order to decompose the shocks into demand and supply shocks, we impose the long-run restriction that demand shocks do not affect the level of output in the long-run, while both shocks may affect the price level. This restriction implies that the cumulative effect of demand shocks on real GDP is zero.

In other words \( \theta_{11}(1) = \sum_{x=0}^{\infty} \theta_{11}^{(x)} = 0 \), hence the long-run impact matrix which is used to identify the \( B \) matrix in a structural VAR is as follows:

\[
\Theta(1) =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \theta_{12}(1) \\
\theta_{21}(1) & \theta_{22}(1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The shocks are derived from equation (4) as follows:

\[ \varepsilon_t = (y_t - \mu)\Theta(1)^{-1} \]

Equation (8) shows output and inflation as a function of the demand and supply shocks.
3.2. A State-Space Model to Measure the Importance of Common Shocks

The usual approach in the OCA literature is to compute the contemporaneous correlation coefficients of the shocks between economies. Following Mundell I, countries which are a good fit for a currency union should have significant positive correlation coefficients. However, this approach is fraught with limitations. First, simple correlations cannot account for factors that affect the co-movement of shocks between two economies. Countries are suitable for an optimal currency area if the idiosyncratic components of their structural shocks are correlated for smooth monetary policy action. Earlier papers on the EAC monetary union by Mkenda (2001) and Buigut and Valev (2005) do not address the issue of the possibility of a common factor to influence the pattern of economic activity. The correlation analysis also does not provide the dynamics of the convergence process, which is very important in our context especially since the EAC treaty was signed in 1999. In addition, the correlation coefficient is very sensitive to the periods chosen.

We therefore move to decompose each country’s demand and supply shocks \( C_i \) into two unobserved components, namely, a common component \( K_i \) and an idiosyncratic component \( I_i \) using a state-space model. The following two assumptions are made: both the common and country specific components are subject to stochastic shocks, and they are orthogonal. The measurement equation which describes the relationship between observed data and the unobserved state variables is specified in equation (9).

\[
C_i = \delta_i K_i + I_i \tag{9}
\]

where \( \delta_i \) is the degree to which a country’s shocks are determined by some unobserved common component (shock). The state-space representation of the measurement equation is set up as follows:
Following Xu (2006) we model the transition equations which describe the dynamics of state variables from period $t-1$ to period $t$ to take a form of random shocks as specified in equation (11).

$$K_t = \eta_t; \eta_t \sim i.i.d.N(0, \sigma_{\eta_t}^2)$$

$$I_t = \varepsilon_t; \varepsilon_t \sim i.i.d.N(0, \sigma_{\varepsilon_t}^2)$$

(11)

where $\eta_t$ and $\varepsilon_t$ are the common and idiosyncratic stochastic shocks respectively.

The state-space representation of the transition equations is set up as follows:

$$\begin{bmatrix} K_t \\ I_{R,t} \\ I_{K,t} \\ I_{U,t} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \eta_t \\ \varepsilon_{R,t} \\ \varepsilon_{K,t} \\ \varepsilon_{U,t} \end{bmatrix}$$

(12)

Since shocks are independent, the variance-covariance matrix for the shocks is specified as follows:

$$E(\eta \varepsilon') = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_{\eta_t}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \sigma_{K_t}^2 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{R_t}^2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{U_t}^2 \end{bmatrix}$$

(13)

The variance of the common shocks is normalized to unity, while for identification all shocks are assumed to be orthogonal. The state-space model outlined in equations (9)-(13) is estimated using the Kalman filter to obtain the model coefficients. A detailed description of the Kalman filter can be found in Clark (1989) and Stock and Watson (1991).
Using the estimated coefficients we determine the importance of the common component to each country’s structural shocks. This finding enables us to explain the extent to which the co-movement of the cyclical component of output depends on the some unobserved common component. Since the coefficients \( \delta_i \) measure the extent to which shocks are explained by an unobserved common component, while \( \sigma_i^2 \) gives the variance of country-specific shocks to the unobserved state vector variables, then following Xu (2006) the proportion of the variance of the shocks that should be allocated to the common unobserved component can be computed as \( \frac{\delta_i^2}{\delta_i^2 + \sigma_i^2} \).

4. Data

Our dataset consists of annual real GDP and inflation for the period between 1970 and 2007. The data were drawn from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics and the World Bank’s World Development Indicators and supplemented by data from UN databases. We separate the sample period into two sub-periods: before the EAC 1999 Treaty and after. The first handicap we have is lack of high frequency data on the EAC countries. The second limitation is that we have very few post-1999 EAC Treaty data points. However, we have seven years of data after the signing of EAC Treaty and will help us in examining whether the degree of synchronization in the business cycles has improved after 1999 or not.

Table 1 summarizes average statistics of real GDP growth and inflation. The EAC Development Strategy 2001-2005 stipulated that partner states shall work towards closer macroeconomic convergence on the following economic parameters: real GDP growth rate of at least 7 percent; inflation of less than 5 percent; lower ratio of current account deficit; reduction of fiscal deficit to less than 5 percent; maintaining reserves at least 6 months equivalent of normal imports; scaling up the ratio of domestic savings to GDP of at least 20 percent; undertake debt reduction initiatives and maintaining the fiscal burden of serving the external obligations to less than 15 percent.

After the 1999 Treaty, whereas on an average of eight years (2000-2007) none of the EAC countries achieved the 7 percent target of real GDP growth, they were not far off the target, while Tanzania and Uganda lowered inflation substantially to an average of 5.39 and 5.05 percent respectively almost matching the convergence parameter of 5
percent. Using each country’s share of total real GDP in the EAC as the weight, we computed the EAC regional growth is a weighted average. The average regional EAC growth rate increased by about 53 percent between the sub-sample periods of 1970-1999 and 2000-2007. Of the five EAC countries, Kenya has the dominant share of total regional GDP, about 42 percent, while Burundi has the least share of approximately 2.9 percent. Between 2000 and 2007 all EAC countries controlled inflation to an average of less than 10 percent, with Uganda having the highest drop in the rate at which the general price level rose.

Table 1: EAC indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Real GDP growth</th>
<th>Share of Real GDP in the EAC</th>
<th>Inflation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAC target*</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>44.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>21.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>18.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*EAC convergence parameters (2001-2005)

In Table 2 (Panel 1) we report simple correlations of output growth between the EAC countries during the two sub-periods. Before 1999 the correlations of output growth are mostly negative and when positive they are less than 30 percent. All growth correlations with Uganda are negative. The lack of synchronization with Uganda’s growth can be explained by history. While other EAC countries enjoyed relative political tranquility in the 1970s, 80s and early 90s, Uganda degenerated during the Amin regime (1970-1979), Asian entrepreneurs were expelled from the country and industries and plantations closed. The immediate post-Amin years were marked by coups and counter coups until the Museveni regime at the beginning of 1986. In a lapse of six years (1979-1986) Uganda had four presidents. The Museveni administration also did not immediately restore peace to the whole country. For a period of almost 21 years (1986-2006) northern Uganda has suffered a civil war and has largely been unproductive. These political events might explain why Uganda does not seem to fit with the rest. While the genocide in Rwanda and Burundi also dealt a huge blow to the economy, it
was short lived and the aftermath saw a massive inflow of foreign aid which quickly revived the economy.

On the other hand, after the 1999 EAC Treaty we observe the opposite, growth correlations are mostly both positive and high, and when negative they are low with the exception of Uganda and Rwanda. Correlations of inflation before 1999 are mostly positive, again with the exception of Uganda, but after 1999 all of them become strongly positive with the exception of Rwanda which has a very small negative correlation of 2 percent. During the pre-1999 sub-sample period Uganda had a very high inflation averaging to 71 percent. On average, correlations of both output growth and inflation are increasing over the sub-periods, suggesting that they are sensitive to the periods chosen, and perhaps the 1999 Treaty has engendered more synchronization. It further suggests the need for a more robust technique to examine the nature of business cycle synchronization in the EAC.

Table 2: Simple correlations of output growth, and inflation, between the EAC countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Burundi</th>
<th>Kenya</th>
<th>Rwanda</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
<th>Uganda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Burundi</th>
<th>Kenya</th>
<th>Rwanda</th>
<th>Tanzania</th>
<th>Uganda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


5. Estimation Results

5.1. Correlation Analysis Using Structural Shocks

Simple correlation analysis is not very informative. In order to extract the structural shocks we estimated the VAR for each country, using 2 lags based on the AIC and BIC lag length criteria. Unit root tests were carried out on the log of real GDP and inflation using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda. Due to the high persistence in the time series data of Tanzania and Uganda, we used the Ng-Perron test. The log of real GDP was found to be I(1), while inflation was I(0) for each
country. The log of real GDP was therefore first-differenced before it could be used in a VAR model.

A structural VAR was estimated with the long-run restriction that demand shocks have no effect on the level of real GDP. Table 3 (Panel 1) reports correlations of the demand shocks between each pair of countries in the two sub-sample periods. Demand shocks correlations in the pre-1999 EAC Treaty period are mostly negative with the exception of Kenya and Burundi, and Uganda and Rwanda. The results indicate that the correlations are positive in the post-Treaty sub-sample period between Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda. Demand shock correlations with Uganda become highly negative, with the exception of the correlation with Tanzania. Table 3 (Panel 2) reports correlations of supply shocks. Buigut and Valev (2005) used a sample of 1970-2001 and found that only contemporaneous supply shocks for Kenya and Burundi are positive and significant. For our pre-Treaty sample we find a positive correlation not only between Kenya and Burundi, but also between Kenya and Uganda. Again we observe that Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda attain positive supply shock correlations in the post-Treaty period. Burundi has positive correlations with all the other EAC countries in the post-Treaty period. While the prior positive supply shock correlation between Kenya and Uganda turns negative. We observe some consistence in the correlations between three countries, namely, Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda.

Table 3: Correlations of business cycles in the EAC

| Panel 1: Demand shocks’ correlations from the Blanchard-Quah Technique | Panel 2: Supply shocks’ correlations from the Blanchard-Quah Technique |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Burundi | Kenya | Rwanda | Tanzania | Uganda | Burundi | Kenya | Rwanda | Tanzania | Uganda |
| Burundi | 0.67 | 0.75 | 0.05 | -0.71 | | Burundi | 0.01 | 0.27 | 0.22 | 0.54 |
| Kenya | 0.32 | 0.37 | -0.34 | -0.70 | | 0.17 | 0.14 | -0.21 | -0.32 |
| Rwanda | -0.10 | -0.19 | 0.09 | -0.80 | | -0.20 | -0.32 | -0.65 | 0.56 |
| Tanzania | -0.11 | -0.23 | 0.05 | 0.36 | | 0.12 | -0.03 | 0.11 | -0.36 |
| Uganda | 0.02 | -0.24 | 0.18 | 0.30 | | -0.11 | 0.23 | -0.11 | -0.07 |


The detailed results of unit root tests are available upon request.
While the contemporaneous correlation coefficients are positive and sometimes significant between Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda, we may not easily conclude that a monetary union is suitable for these countries. One limitation to such simple correlation coefficients is that the existence of an unobserved shock or component which is common to all economies in a region, for instance Africa or all developing countries or world business cycles, may lead to highly correlated shocks. If this is the case, then these correlations would not be reflecting synchronization of EAC-specific common shocks, which is the basis for viability of a monetary union. In addition such simple contemporaneous correlations tend to be sensitive to the chosen periods (Xu, 2006). We therefore compute the proportion of variance of the demand and supply shocks for each country that is explained by the common shocks.

5.2. Estimation of the State-Space Model

The state-space model specified by equations (9) to (13) is estimated for the entire sample period from 1970 to 2007, and the hyper-parameters of the estimated model are reported in Table 4. Ideally a state-space model for each sub-sample period should be estimated to take into account the pre- and post-1999 Treaty years; however we have very few data points for the post-Treaty period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 1: Demand shock model</th>
<th>Panel 2: Supply shock model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviations</strong></td>
<td><strong>Common component</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>σ_B</strong></td>
<td>-0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.010) (0.126)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>σ_K</strong></td>
<td>-0.422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.936) (0.146)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>σ_R</strong></td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.855) (0.148)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>σ_T</strong></td>
<td>0.568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.800) (0.177)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>σ_U</strong></td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.885) (0.156)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likelihood value is -108.577601
Likelihood value is -114.868455

Note: Standard errors are in parenthesis
The estimated coefficients in Table 4 help us to compute the proportion of each country’s structural shocks that is explained by the common component. Table 5 presents the proportion of the variance of country-specific shocks that is explained by some unobserved common component, which is the basis for evaluating the suitability of an OCA. Demand shocks represent short-run innovations of business cycles, while supply shocks reflect the long-run variations.

Table 5: Variance decomposition (decimal percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Demand shock (%)</th>
<th>Supply shock (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>0.8236</td>
<td>2.6164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>16.9005</td>
<td>14.1053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>24.8148</td>
<td>36.0913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>33.4868</td>
<td>5.1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>24.0639</td>
<td>24.0393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 5 are very important because, for instance, the simple correlation coefficients of demand shocks between Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda are high and positive, but the degrees of the countries-specific common shocks are very low. Burundi which has 67 percent and 75 percent simple correlations of demand shocks with Kenya and Rwanda respectively in the second sub-sample, yet its demand shocks has only a 0.8 percent share of the common shocks. Tanzania has the highest share of the common demand shocks which is only 33.5 percent, while Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda lie between 16 percent and 25 percent. Hence the empirical economic evidence to support the plausibility of a currency union in the EAC is weak.

5.3. A Time-Varying Parameter Model to Estimate the Evolution of Business Cycle Synchronization

The empirical results in the previous section indicate that the simple demand correlation coefficients substantially improved in the post-1999 EAC Treaty sub-sample period (2000-2007). We therefore investigate how the synchronization of the demand shocks has evolved over the past years by estimating a time varying parameter model. Since there is no anchor country in the EAC, such as Germany in the European Union, estimating the evolution of business cycle synchronization becomes a tricky issue. As a result, we take the simple approach of using the estimated common component as anchor...
and estimate the time-varying nature of the business cycle synchronization by regressing the common component of demand shock on demand shocks of each country. The transitory demand shocks reflect the evolution of business cycle synchronization from year to year. We follow a parsimonious strategy in modeling the nature of time-variation by allowing the coefficients to follow a random walk. We set up state-space model to estimate the time varying parameters as follows: let the measurement equation be specified as follows:

\[ y_t = \alpha x_t + \nu_t, \]  

(14)

where \( y_t \) is a time series of common shocks derived from estimating equations (9) to (13), \( x_t \) is the vector of the country demand shocks, and \( \nu_t \sim NID(0,1) \). \( \alpha \) measures the relationship between individual country’s demand shocks with common shock, and we allow this coefficient to vary with time to capture the evolution of business cycle synchronization in the EAC countries. The state equation follows a random walk process:

\[ \alpha_t = \alpha_{t-1} + \varepsilon_t, \]  

(15)

where \( \varepsilon_t \sim NID(0,Q) \).

The time varying coefficients for equations (14) and (15) are estimated for the demand shocks, and the results are reported in Fig.1 below. We observe that after the year 2000 when the EAC Treaty came into effect, business cycles become less volatile and improve as in the case of Kenya and Tanzania. These results can be attributed to increased policy coordination through the EAC Development Strategy 2001-2005.
Since countries in a monetary union will be employing uniform monetary policies, it is crucial that country specific shocks are highly synchronized with the common region.
shocks. The synchronization of country-specific demand shocks with the common regional shocks has been impressively strengthening from year to year in the cases of Kenya and Tanzania since 2000, the two biggest countries in the EAC. Burundi and Rwanda, the countries with the lowest shares of real GDP in the EAC of 2.93 and 8.9 percent respectively, do not show much time variation, though the degree of synchronization has not declined either. Uganda’s synchronization appears to have been improving but still low and volatile. In all, there is evidence of improved synchronization since the 1999 EAC Treaty, but it is still weak with regard to Uganda and idiosyncratic with regard to Burundi and Rwanda.

The apparent improvement in business cycle synchronization during the post-1999 EAC Treaty sub-sample period can be explained by three of factors, namely, reduction in the dissimilarities of economic structures, increase in intraregional trade and improved political climate. Since the launching of the EAC (2000) along with The Second East African Community Development Strategy 2001-2005, while economic disparities have not been completely leveled out, economic structures reflected by growth rate of real GDP and inflation have got closer (Table 1). Increase in intraregional trade has also strengthened regional common shocks by enhancing competitiveness through increased production, trade and investment. The value of merchandise exports within the EAC bloc increased by 96 percent between 1999 and 2005 (African Development Indicators, 2007). This increase in the EAC intraregional trade has been fueled by domestic liberalization and tariff preferences granted in the EAC (Castro, Kraus and Rocha, 2004). Francois and Wignaraja (2008) provide evidence to the notion that due to a reduction in trade costs and service barriers, initiatives of economic integration boost regional trade and incomes without substantive adverse terms of trade effects much better than a spider web of bilateral agreements. However, the value of merchandise exports within the EAC bloc as a percentage of total EAC exports has grown by only 0.6 of a percentage point between 1999 and 2005 (African Development Indicators, 2007).

The economic factors notwithstanding, the economic problems of many African countries are strongly linked to their political climate: civil conflicts (wars), corruption and low quality democracy. These socio-political factors have contributed to undisciplined fiscal policies, poor infrastructures and low investment, and hence low
economic growth and intraregional trade in Africa. This can partly explain why the EAC countries which have been relatively politically more stable in the region, namely Kenya and Tanzania, reflect stronger post-EAC synchronization (Fig.1). The post-EAC Treaty years have seen substantial reduction in civil strife of the 1990s.

6. Concluding Remarks

This paper investigates whether five eastern African countries constitute an optimal currency area, and whether the degree of business cycle synchronization has increased between these countries after the signing of the EAC treaty in 1999. To achieve our objective, we have performed three main tasks: first, using a structural VAR model we have examined the synchronization of structural shocks in the EAC. Second, using a state-space model we have measured the degree to which these shocks are explained by some unobserved common shock. Third, we set up a time-varying parameter model to estimate the evolution of synchronization with the common demand shocks over time.

The unobserved components model is based on the notion that co-movements in macroeconomic variables have a common element that represents the general state of the economy and can be captured by a single underlying unobserved variable. If the economies face symmetric and common shocks, then formation of a currency union will be beneficial. On the other hand, if asymmetric and country specific shocks are dominant in these countries, then the benefits of a currency union will be minimal.

We find that the shares of the common shocks in the EAC are low: the share of common demand shocks is highest in Tanzania at 33.5 percent, while the share of common supply shocks is highest in Rwanda at 36 percent. We also examine the evolution of the synchronization of these structural shocks over time using a time-varying parameter model. We find that business cycles have become more synchronized after 2000. Our results indicate that although the share of common shock across different countries is still low, the degree of synchronization has improved since the EAC Treaty came into force in 2000.

This paper has provided empirical evidence concerning the EAC as a plausible OCA. Future research will seek to investigate policy measures that can enhance
synchronization of business cycles to make the initiative a success. It may be pointed out that as Uganda explores its potential as an exporter of oil; its synchronizations are likely to change. At the same time if unionization induces specialization as Krugman (1993) suggested, the modest synchronizations we have observed may dwindle. However our third finding is more in line with Frankel and Rose (1998) that unionization might lead to higher synchronization due to higher interdependence and policy coordination. The second generation literature on optimum currency areas suggests that the success of the EAC monetary union will depend on the extent of risk-sharing through financial integration. Plans are underway to integrate the major capital markets in the EAC, namely the Dar es Salaam stock exchange, the Nairobi stock exchange and the Uganda securities exchange, plus the stock exchange in Burundi. The region will need more cross-border investment and trade, more efficient exchange and payment systems and access to economic information.
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